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100mm upvc Soil pipe from
above encased in boarding
fixed to 38x38mm sw framing

750mm clear
space in front of
WC as per
Approved
Document 'M'

Radon
Sump

Wash hand basin to ground floor
WC to be sized allowing 750mm
from the front of the basin to the
wall, and to be positioned at a
height where a clear space for a
wheelchair is provided and not
impeding access to the WC. In
accordance with Approved
Document M: Access to and use
of buildings-WC provisions in the
entrance storey of the dwelling

PROPOSED  EXTERNAL WALL TYPE 2: (CAVITY TIMBER/MASONRY RENDER )
Constructed of overall 300mm cavity blockwork comprising an inner leaf of CLS 140 x
38mm sw framing, insulated with 140mm Isowool Frame Batt 032 between studs, clad with
9.5mm sheathing ply with Protec TF200 Thermo breather membrane externally.  Internaly
finish with 1 layer of 12.5mm Duplex plasterboard fixed with 3.9x30mm countersunk
screws. Joints and abutments filled,  3-5mm hard skim finish. Outer leaf to be constructed
of 100mm dense concrete blockwork tied to the timber frame with stainless steel wall ties
finished with painted smooth sand cement render in accordance with the approved
planning drawings. Ensure a continuous 50mm cavity is maintained between timber and
blockwork leaf. U-Value 0.23 W/m2K PROPOSED INTERNAL WALL TYPE 2: (Timber - insulated)

Internal stud walls between rooms containing a wc and/or bedrooms  and does not
have an opening within the dividing wall, to be constructed of CLS 90/140 x 38mm
sw framing, insulated with a minimum 25mm absorbent layer of unfaced mineral
wool batts to a minimum density of 10kg/m3. Fix 1 layer of 12.5mm Gyproc
wallboard ten plasterboard fixed with 3.9x30mm countersunk screws, in areas of
kitchens and bathrooms its recommended to use fermacel or similar due to
moisture. Joints and abutments filled,  3-5mm hard skim finish.

PROPOSED INTERNAL WALL TYPE 1: (Timber - Uninsulated)
Internal stud walls to be constructed of CLS 90/140 x 38mm sw framing. Fix 1
layer of 12.5mm Gypsum plasterboard fixed with 3.9x30mm countersunk screws,
in areas of kitchens and bathrooms its recommended to use fermacel or similar
due to moisture. Joints and abutments filled,  3-5mm hard skim finish

PROPOSED  EXTERNAL WALL TYPE 3: (CAVITY TIMBER/SLATE HANGING )
Constructed of overall 415mm cavity blockwork comprising an inner leaf of CLS 140 x
38mm sw framing, insulated with 140mm Isowool Frame Batt 032 between studs, clad with
9.5mm sheathing ply with Protec TF200 Thermo breather membrane externally. Internaly
finish with 1 layer of 12.5mm Duplex plasterboard fixed with 3.9x30mm countersunk
screws. Joints and abutments filled,  3-5mm hard skim finish.  External skin to be
constructed of 215/100mm Dense block work  tied to timber frame with wall ties. Fix 25 x
50mm vertical treated softwood battens at maximum of 600 centres and any additional
packing out battens as necessary dependingon wall construction method chosed, eg
100/215mm blockwork, then fix 25x50mm horizontal counterbattens at suitable intervals
for slate hanging. Fix natural slates to clients requiremments in accordance with approved
planning drawings. Ensure a continuous 50mm cavity is maintained between timber and
blockwork leaf. U-Value 0.23 W/m2K

Pedestrian doors into halls to be min. opening width of 775mm to comply
with part 'M' of the current building regulations and to have an accessible
threshold refer to the constrn notes for details.
* REFER TO MANUFACTURERS DETAILS FOR THRESHOLD LEVELS

Provide permanent air supply or
openings to lounge using 2no 75 x
150mm air bricks in the external wall
minimum 150mm above ground level
and piped below floor in 2no 100mm
minimum clay pipes, providing a total
free area of at least 550mm2/KW of
rated outlet above 5KW. Where a flue
draught stabilizer is used the total free
area should be increased by
300mm2/KW or rated output.

Hearth surfaces to be made of non
combustible materials. The appliance is
to be a minimum 150mm away from
non combustible materials. Hearth is to
project minimum 300mm from the front
of the appliance and project minimum
150mm from the sides and the rear of
the appliance.

FLUE OUTLET POSITIONS FOR
SOLID FUEL APPLIANCES:
External:-
The point where a flue passes through
a weather surface to be 2300mm
horizontally  from he nearest point of
the weather surface and minimum
1000mm from the weather surface or at
least as high as the ridge,  or if at or
within 600mm of the ridge the flue must
be at least 600mm above the ridge.
Flue to be minimum 2300 horizontally
from an openable roof light.
Internal:-Flue to be positioned a
minimum 200mm from any combustible
material.

100mm upvc
Durgo encased
in boarding fixed
to 38x38mm sw
framing

PROPOSED  EXTERNAL WALL TYPE 1: (CAVITY TIMBER/STONEWORK)
Constructed of overall 450mm cavity walling comprising an inner leaf of CLS 140 x
38mm sw framing, insulated with 140mm Isowool Frame Batt 032 between studs, clad
with 9.5mm sheathing ply with Protec TF200 Thermo breather membrane externally.
Unless otherwise specified, Internaly finish with 1 layer of 12.5mm Duplex plasterboard
fixed with 3.9x30mm countersunk screws. Joints and abutments filled,  3-5mm hard
skim finish.  Outer leaf to be constructed of 250mm stonework tied to the timber frame
with stainless steel wall ties, in accordance with the approved planning drawings.
Ensure a continuous 50mm clear cavity is maintained between timber and stonework
leaf, by fixing Sur Cav cavity system in the cavity. U-Value 0.23 W/m2K

PROPOSED  EXTERNAL WALL TYPE 4: PARTY WALL (in accordance with Robust detail
E-WT-2 see specification)
Internal stud walls to be constructed of twin stud walling of CLS 90 x 38mm sw framing,
filled with min 90mm ISOVER frame Batt 032 between  studs, (60mm min mineral wool
batts or quilt, density 10-60kg/m3 both sides, material may be unfaced, paper faced or wire
reinforced. Ties between frames not more than 40 x 3mm, at 1200mm min centres
horizontally, one row of ties per storey height vertically. Minimum 240mm between inner
faces of wall linings, 50mm min Gap between studs, (must not be bridged by any bracing),
Cavity filled with mineral wool with a density of 18-40 kg/m3 (Ensure insulation thickness is
no greater than 10mm wider than the cavity width to avid excessive compression of the
inslation). Fix 1 layer of 19mm Plank and then fix a further layer of 12.5mm plasterboard
with staggered joints (total nominal mass per unit area 22kg/m3) both sides, fixed with
3.9x30/45mm countersunk screws. Joints and abutments filled,  3-5mm hard skim finish.
U-Value 0.0 W/m2K

Carbon Monoxide alarm to be fitted on
the ceiling at least 300mm from any
wall or if located on a wall, as high up
as possible (above any doors or
windows) but not within 150mm of the
ceiling: and between 1m and 3m
horizontally from the appliance
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Wash hand basin to ground floor
WC to be sized allowing 750mm
from the front of the basin to the
wall, and to be positioned at a
height where a clear space for a
wheelchair is provided and not
impeding access to the WC. In
accordance with Approved
Document M: Access to and use
of buildings-WC provisions in the
entrance storey of the dwelling
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with part 'M' of the current building regulations and to have an accessible
threshold refer to the constrn notes for details.
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To new soakaway
situated minimum of 5m
away from any buildings.
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Smoke and Heat Detectors:
Mains wired inter-linked self contained smoke detectors are required to be fitted
to all floor areas located in circulation areas within 7.5m of a likely fire hazard I.e.
Kitchens and living areas, and within 3m of bedrooms and at least 300mm away
from any wall light fitting. Installed strictly in accordance with manufacturers
specification and details to GRADE B, CATEGORY LD3 SYSTEM TO BS5839:
PART 6 2004

Also provide a suitable mains interlinked heat detector to inner rooms where the
kitchen is open to the rest of the property.

Steels to support external
masonry. Confirm with Timber
frame supplier if supplied or
not, if not calcs and design will
be required

Steels to support external
masonry. Confirm with Timber
frame supplier if supplied or
not, if not calcs and design will
be required

INTERNAL STEEL:
All Steel beams/columns: 30 minutes fire
resistance - Steel beam to be encased in
1 layer of 12.5mm fireline board or 2
layers of 12.5mm plasterboard. Joints and
abutments filled 3-5mm hard skim finish.
Alternatively to be painted in intumescent
paint providing 30mins fire resistance. All
steel positions and sizes to be confirmed
by structural engineer.

Load BearingLoad Bearing Load BearingLoad Bearing

Note: Contractor to be aware that the access for
services is to be checked with service providers prior
to commencment

Note: Load bearing walls to be confirmed with
timber frame supplier pryor to works to ensure
that all load bearing walls that are required are
indicated.

Note: Load bearing walls
may be required in this area,
to pick up stair trimmers,
please confrim with
Structural Engineer or frame
manufacturer prior to works
to foundations
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vented to the
outside via slate
vent 6 L/sec.
10mm gap to door
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